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Dear Sirs

Patents Act 1977:

Combined Search and Examination Report under Sections 17 and 18(3)

Latest date for reply: 2 December 2004

I enclose two copies of my search and examination report and two copies of the citations.

By the above date you should either file amendments to meet the objections in the report or
make observations on them. If you do not, the application may be refused.

Publication

I estimate that, provided you have met all the formal requirements, preparations for

publication of your application will be completed soon after 25 May 2004. At this time you
will receive a letter confirming the exact date when the preparations for publication will be
completed. This letter will also tell you the publication number and date of publication of
your application.

Withdrawal/amendment

If you wish to withdraw your application before it is published you must do so before the

preparations for publication are complete. WARNING - after preparations for publication

are complete it will NOT be possible to withdraw your application from publication.
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If you wish to file amended claims for inclusion with the published application you must do

so before the preparations for publication are completed. If you write to the Office less than

3 weeks before 25 May 2004 please mark your letter prominently:

"URGENT - PUBLICATION IMMINENT"

.

Yours faithfully

Hannah Sylvester

Examiner

Important information about combined search and examination

1 also ask thai you take note of the following points. These might have a bearing on the future stages of your
application because the examination report has been sent to you before your application has been published.

(a) You may file voluntary amendments before making a full response to my examination report. We will

publish wiili your application any new or amended claims you file voluntarily or as a full response,
provided that they are received before preparations for publication are completed. It would help us when
you file amendments before publication if you could prominently indicate in a covering letter whether or

not the amendments are intended as a full response to the examination report.

(b) If you file a full response to the examination report before your application is published I will consider it as

soon as possible. However, if this would disrupt the publication of your application, I would have to ddav
taking any action until the application had been published. This delay could be up to 3 months, depending
upon when we receive your response.

(c) There is another situation when there might be a delay between you filing a full response and the Patent

Office responding to it. This would arise if you met all my objections but your application had not or had
only recently been published. I could not report the outcome of my re-examination until I was satisfied thai

the search was complete for documents published before the priority date of your invention and that

anybody interested in the application has had three months following publication of the application to make
observations on die patentability of your invention.

(d) Provided that the requirements of the Act have been met, I can send your application to grant as early as

three months after publication. Before doing so I will bring the original search up to date and raise with

you any further objection that might result from this top-up search. However, there is a possibility that at

that time 1 may not have access to all the patent applications published after the priority date of your
invention and of possible relevance to your application. If this is the case I would have to complete the

search after grant and if necessary raise any new found novelty objection then.
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TBK ref . : WO 34 7 63

PCT patent application in the name of
NOKIA CORPORATION

TITLE OF THE INVENTION

Load balancing in wireless communication network

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to a method for load
balancing in a wireless communication network, a
corresponding system, a ioac control device, a
corresponding access point usable in a wireless
communication network, a corresponding network element
usable in a wireless communication network, a corresponding
subscriber terminal usable in a wireless communication
network and a computer program product for implement i no *-he
method for load balancing in a wxreless communication
network.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

In the last years wireless communication networks, for
example for data and/or speech transmissions, became mo~e
and more important. One example for such a wireless
communication network is a wireless local area network
(WLAN)

,
independent of a radio frequency or the like

(infrared etc.) used for this network. In such a WLAN,
subscriber terminals, such as personal computers,
telecommunication equipments, mobile phones, personal
digital assistants and the like, are able to perform
communications with ^r-h ^f-KOT. ^ ^ ,LLn each other or with corresponding
subscriber terminal* nf ,



LANs, WLANs, fixed or mobile telecommunication networks and
the like) via corresponding communication protocols.

The general architecture of a WLAN is commonly known and
thus described only shortly. The key elements of a WT.AN' are
the subscriber terminals and access points (AP) with which
tne subscriber terminal communicates over a wireless
communication interface, e.g. radio or infrared based. An
access point covers a specific area, which is referred to
hereinafter as a cell. The size of a cell may vary in
dependence of the environment, network operator
specifications, number of associated subscribers and the
like. The AP is adapted to control communications of the
subscriber terminals within this ceii, for example, by
allocating frequency channels, establishing connections for
the subscriber terminals, forwarding data to a destination
terminal and the like. A subscriber terminal is normally
associated with one access point, which is referred to
hereinafter as the serving AP. Furthermore, a distribution
network is provided to which the aczc-ss points are
connected. Via the distribution network, communication
connections between different APs or external networks
(e.g. fixed networks, mobile telecommunications networks
such as GSM, UMTS, and the like) can be established for a
subscriber terminal. In the case -of mobile subscriber
terminals, there is a case that a subscriber terminal
leaves the cell of its serving A?. In this case, roaming is
executed. Roaming means that the subscriber terminal
searches an available AP whose connection quality is better
than a predetermined threshold or the like and switches the
connection to this other available AP, which becomes the
serving AP. The decision whether a roaming is to be
executed is based, for example, on signal strength
measurements and the J ike.
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WLANs are implemented according to specific standards. On-
ot these standards is, tor example, the IEEE (Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers) 802.11 standard or
its respective extensions such as the IEEE 802. llh
standard, which are commonly known to persons skilled in
the art.

In the IEEE 802.11 standards, in particular MAC (MAC-
Medium Access Control) and PHY (PHYsical layer) protocols
are defined. MAC protocol is used, for example, to allow
interoperability between compatible physical layers, to
reduce a collision probability between different subscriber
terminals, and the like. Moreover, the IEEE 802.11 MAC
protocol defines beacon frames sent at regular intervals by
the access point to allow stations to monitor the presence
of the access poin-

. The IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol also
gives a set of management frames including Probe Request
frames which are sent by a subscriber terminal and are
followed by Probe Response frames sent by an available
access point, to allow a subscriber terminal to scan
actively if there is an access point operating on. a certain
channel frequency and to show to the subscriber terminal
what parameter settings this 'access point is using.
.Additionally, a MAC address is provided which is used as an
identification element for the respective WLAN elements.

According to the prior art, roaming of a subscriber
terminal from one AP to another AP is initialized on the
basis of specific configuration settings in the wireless
communication network. In accordance with these
configuration settings, a subscriber terminal will decide
on the basis of communication reception quality
measurements whether the recent reception quality is
sufficient or not. If not, a commonly known roaming
procedure will be initialized by the subscriber terminal.
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However, according to this conventional roaming procedure
a load situation in the wireless communication network is'
not considered in the decision for roaming, m other words
a subscriber terminal could be switched or associated with
an AP in which the load situation is such that the
communication connection quality is not satisfyinc Thus
in conventional wireless communication networks, the load
is not balanced between the respective APs.

in document EP 1 156 623 Al, a wireless LAN is described in
wmch the roaming procedure is added by a load baiancinc
function. In order to balance the load within the WLAN, 'th s
subscriber terminal receives load information concur,-
the loading status of the access point from access points
Then, the subscriber tenninaJ may select a communicate*
connection with one of the access points by usinc a cost
function in which the received load information is
considered

.

However, in specific situations, there might arise a
problem in that the load based roaming procedure is not
performed in an advantageous manner. In a cellular type of
environment the client might be "hesitant" to select th-
correct cell on the basis of conventional measurement
information. Thus, there might be a case that the
subscriber terminal has measurement information or. hand
which causes a very easy or frequent change of the cell,
i.e. of the serving AP

. In particular in the middle of =

transmission this causes undesired pauses to application,
e.g. data transmissions or the' like. Typically the roamingm WLAN cells requires some time when changing from ser-inc
AP to the neighbor A?. In other words, the effect of ,uc-
easy roaming is a "stopped" application that continues r.,t
until the signaiing has been pel termed in the roaming
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state. In particular when the subscriber terminal is
located in a densely utilized wireless network environment
(i.e. a plurality of subscriber terminals is communicating
in the respective cells) there could be a so-called "ping-
pong" effect. In other words, the decision to change the
serving access for the subscriber terminal is made rather
frequently and even such that the same two APs are involved
in the roaming.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention to
achieve an improved load balancing in a wireless
communication network.

This object is achieved, for example, by a method of lead
balancing in a wireless communication network, said
wireless communication network comprising at least one
subscriber terminal adapted to establish and perform a

wireless communication connection in said wireless
communication network, a plurality of access points adapted
to control said wireless communication connection of said
at least one subscriber terminal and to exchange
information with said at least one subscriber terminal,
wherein one of said plurality of access points is

'

associated with said at least one subscriber terminal, and
a load control device located outside of said subscriber
terminal, said load control device being adapted to process
information related to a load in said wireless
communication network and to instruct roaming of said
subscriber terminal from said associated one of said
plurality of access points to another one of said plurality
of access points, said method comprising the steps of
receiving, in said subscriber terminal, access point status
information determined in said plurality of access points,
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determining communication status information related to

said plurality of access points, and processing said

received access, point status information and said

communication status information in order to obtain roaming
support information, processing, in said load control

device, said roaming support information by an access point
related load based roaming analysis and deciding, on the

basis of a result of said access point related load based
roaming analysis, whether said subscriber terminal is to be
associated with another one of said plurality of access

points, and if so, initializing roaming of said subscriber
terminal to said another one of said plurality of access

points in said wireless communication network.

Furthermore, this object is achieved, for example, bv a

system for load balancing in a wireless communication

network, said wireless communication network comprising at

least one subscriber terminal adapted to establish and

perform a wireless communication connection in said

wireless communication network, and a plurality of access

points adapted to control said wireless communication

connection of said at least one subscriber terminal and to

exchange information with said at least one subscriber
terminal, wherein one of said plurality of access points is

associated with said at least one subscriber terminal, said
system comprising access point load status monitoring means
located in each one of said plurality of access points and

adapted to measure a traffic load of an access point and to

transmit access point status information, roaming support

means located in said subscriber terminal and adapted to

receive said access point status information from said

plurality of access points, to determine communication

status information related to said plurality of access

poin:?, ro process said received access point status

i n: ormat J and i:u:c conimuu i car J on status information in

order to obtain roaming -juppor: information, and to
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transmit said roaming support information, and a load

control device located outside of said subscriber terminal,

said load control device being adapted to process said
roaming support information by an access point related load
based roaming analysis, to decide, on the basis of a result
of said access point related load based roaming analysis,
whether said subscriber terminal is to be associated with
another one of said plurality of access points, and to

initialize roaming of said subscriber terminal from said
associated one to said another one of said plurality of
access points in said wireless communication network.

Moreover, this object is achieved, for example, by a load

control device for load balancing in a wireless
communication network,, said wireless communication network
comprising at least one subscriber terminal adapted to

establish and perform a wireless communication connection
in said wireless communication network, and a plurality of
access points adapted to control said wireless
communication connection of said at least one subscriber
terminal and to exchange information with said at least one
subscriber terminal, wherein one of said plurality of
access points is associated with said at least one
subscriber terminal, wherein said load control device is

located outside of said subscriber terminal and adapted to

process roaming support information, received from a

subscriber terminal and derived by said subscriber terminal
from access point status information of said plurality of

access points, by an access point related load based
i

roaming analysis, to decide, on the basis of a result of

said access point related load based roaming analysis,
whether said subscriber terminal is to be associated with
another one of said plurality of access points, and to

initialize roaming of said subscriber terminal from said
associated one to said another one of said plurality of .

access points in said wireless communication network.
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Furthermore, this object is achieved, for example, by an

access point usable in a wireless communication network,

said wireless communication network comprising at least one

subscriber terminal adapted to establish and perform a

wireless communication connection in said wireless '

communication network and further access points, said

access point being adapted to control said wireless

communication connection of said at least one subscriber

terminal and to exchange information with said at: least one
subscriber terminal, wherein said access point comprises

access point load status monitoring means adapted to

measure a traffic load of an access point and to transmit

access point status information, and a load control device
as defined above.

Moreover, this object is achieved, for example, by a

network element usable in a wireless communication network,

said wireless communication network comprising at least one

subscriber terminal adapted to establish and perform a

wireless communication connection in said wireless

communication network, and a plurality of access points

adapted to control said wireless communication connection

of said at least one subscriber terminal and to exchange

information with said a; least one subscriber terminal,

wherein one of said plurality of access points is

associated with said at least one subscriber terminal,

wherein said network element is separated from and

connected to said plurality of access points and comprises

a load control device as defined above.

Furthermore, this object is achieved, for example, by a

subscriber terminal usabJe in a wireless communication

network, said wireless communication network comprising a

p] ura J i t y o: access point r adapt t-o ic control <- wireless

communication connection of said subscriber tormina] and to
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exchange information with said subscriber terminal, wherein
one of said plurality of access points is associated with

said subscriber terminal, said subscriber terminal

comprising roaming support means adap.ed to receive access
point status information from said plurality of access
points, to determine communication status information
related to said plurality of access points, to process said
received access point status information and said
communication status information in order to obtain roaming
support information, and to transmit said roaming support
information to a load control device as defined above,

wherein said subscriber terminal performs, in response to
an instruction from said load control device, roaming from
said associated one to another one of said plurality of

access points in said wireless communication network, said
another one of said plurality of access points is indicated
in said instruction from said load, control device.

Moreover, this object is achieved, for example, by a

computer program product usable for a data processing
apparatus, comprising software code portions for performino
the steps of the method of load balancing defined above
when said product is run on said data processing apparatus.

Advantageous further developments of rhe present invention
are as set out in the respective dependent claims.

The present invention is particularly useful to balance the
load situation in wireless communication networks in such a

manner that a subscriber terminal may perform a roaming to

another AP in order to achieve a better data throughput

even if the signal strength situation would not require

such a change of the serving AP. Thus, the capacity of APs

available for the subscriber terminal is used in an

improved manner. Furthermore, a so-called ping-pong effect
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during a roaming procedure for a subscriber terminal can be

suppressed.

Load balancing according to the present invention is

useful, for example, in a WLAN environment, e.g. according

to the IEEE 302.11 standard and its extensions, such as '

IEEE 802. llh.

The access point status information may comprise an access

point identification element, such as a MAC address and an

access point load status indicator, which is determined for

each access point and defines a load situation for the

access point

.

Communication status information determined, for example,

in the subscriber terminal may comprise a received signal

strength indicator RSSI indicating the received signal

strength for communications between access points and said

subscriber terminal. Furthermore, a carrier to interference

ratio C/I per each access point may be determined for the

communicaticr. status information. Additionally, a terminal

transmit power- status may be determined for the

communication status information

.

The roaming support information may be obtained in the

subscriber terminal by processing the received access point

status information and the communication status

information. It may comprise statistics (tables or lists)

of access point related communication status and load

information derived or measured from the received access

point status information, such as RSSI statistics, C/I

statistics, load status information, AP/client transmit

power status statistics and the like, which are allocated

t o I" 1 1 e r e s pe- r l i v e acce s s po : n t s by t h e a n a c

c

v s s nc i n

i

i dentil ica I

i

on el ement
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The roaming support information may be processed in the
access point related load based roaming analysis by using a
hand-off algorithm. Thereby, load and connection quality
situations are calculated for the connections between the
subscriber terminal and the available access points on the
basis of the roaming support information. Thus, an optimal
access point for being associated with the subscriber
terminal can be determined on the basis of the respective
load and connection quality situations.

Furthermore, processing parameters used in the access point
related load based roaming analysis, for example in the
hand-off algorithm, which are derived from the roaming
support information, may be differently weighted. For'
example, parameters associated with a connection quality
situation are provided with a higher priority than
parameters associated with the load situation. Thus,
operator specific settings for roaming and load balancing
are further improved.

The load control functionality may be provided in different
sites. For example, the access points may comprise the load
control functionality. Alternatively, the load control may
be located in a specific network element separated from the
access points, wherein this network element is connected
with the access points in the wireless communication
network.

A's a further refinement, access point internal monitoring
information determined in the access points may be used for
the load control. The load control functionality
determines, for example, access points which are available
for said subscriber terminal, e.g. by comparing the access
point identification elements in the roaming support
information, and selects only the access point internal
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monitoring information of such available access points.
Then the load control processes the roaming support
information and the selected access point internal
monitoring information by means of an enhanced access point
related load based roaming analysis. On the basis of a
result of the enhanced access point related load based
roaming analysis, it is decided whether the subscriber
terminal is to be associated with another access point. If
this is the case roaming of the subscriber terminal to this
other access point in said wireless communication network
is initialized.

The access point internal monitoring information determined
by the access points comprises, for example, a retransmit
rate to associated subscriber terminals, back-off windows,
and/or a net allocation vector for the access point. £v
means of this, external interference statistics can be
considered in the enhanced access point related load based
roaming analysis which in turn improves decisions for
roaming and load balancing in the wireless communication
network

.

Similarly to the access point related load based roaming
analysis defined above, in the enhanced access point
related load based roaming analysis processing, parameters
used therein and derived from the roaming support
information and the selected access point internal
monitoring information may be differently weighted. Thus,
operator specific settings for roaming and load balancing
are further improved.

Preferred embodiments of the invention are described herein.
below in detail by way of example with reference to the
accompanying drawinas.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
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Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram of a WLAN network
according to a first embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 2 shows a block circuit diagram of a load balancing
system according to the first embodiment.

Fig. 3 shows a flowchart of a load balancing method
according to the first embodiment.

Fig. 4 shows a schematic diagram of a WLAN network
according to a second embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 5 shows a block circuit diagram of a load balancing
system according to the second embodiment.

• Figs. 6 and 7 shows a flowchart of a load balancing method
according to zhe second embodiment.

DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

A first embodiment of the present invention is described
with reference to Figs. 1, 2 and 3.

Referring to Fig. l, a wireless communication network such
as a WLAN comprises several access points API , AP2, AP3 as
communication control elements. Furthermore, in the example
shown, a backbone network is provided which serves as a

distribution network for connecting the APs to one another
and to external destination points such as other WLANs or
fixed networks. For connecting the APs to the backbone
network, commonly known input/output (I/O) interfaces are
used.
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Each of the APs defines a cell of a specific size

(indicated by the circles surrounding the APs) . Subscriber

terminals Tl, T2, T2 within the network may be associated

(connected) with one AP (serving AP, in whose cell they are

located. In the -present example, as the starting situation,

subscriber terminal Tl is associated with API, T2 is /

associated with AP2 , and T3 is associated with AP3

.

Irrespective of its specific type (e.g. personal computer,

mobile phone and the like) a subscriber terminal comprises

several means (not shown) which are required for its

communication functionality and which are. known to those

skilled in the art. Such means are for example a processor

for executing instructions and processing data for the

communication connection (e.g. transmission content and

signaling related data), memory means fcr storing

instructions and data, for serving as a work area of the

processor and the like (e.g. ROM, RAM, EEPROM, 'and the

like), input means for inputting data and instructions by

software (e.g. floppy disk, CD-ROM, EE PROM, and the like),

user interface means for providing monitor and manipulation

possibilities to a user (e.g. a screen, a keyboard, a

microphone and headset for communication, and the like),

and network interface means for establishing a

communication connection under the control of the processor

(e.g. and wireless interface means, an antenna, and the

like) . These means can be integrate?: within one device

(e.g. in case of a mobile telephone) or in several devices

forming the subscriber terminal (e.g. in case of a personal

computer)

.

Similarly, an access point comprises several means (not

shown) which are required for its communication

functions] i l y and which are known io those skilled in the

an. Such means arc 3 or example a processor foi executing
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Instructions and processing data nor the communication

connection (e.g. transmission forwarding and signaling

related data), memory means for storing instructions and

data, for serving as a work area of the processor and the

like (e.g. ROM, RAM, EEPROM, and the like), input means for

inputting data and instructions by software (e.g. floppy

disk, CD-ROM, EEPROM, and the like), user interface means

for providing monitor and manipulation possibilities to a

user (e.g. a screen, a keyboard, and the like), network

interface means for establishing a communication connection

with subscriber terminals under, the control of the

processor (e.g. and wireless interface means, an antenna,

and the like), distribution network interface means for

communicating via the backbone network with other APs under

the control of the processor, and the like. Besides a

dedicated communication connection with an associated

subscriber terminal, the AP is adapted to transmit

signaling data within its cell, which enables to determine

connection quality information related to this AP. This may-

be performed by means of a beacon frame, which is sent

permanently or in specific intervals.

In the WLAN depicted in Fig. 1, a subscriber terminal

receives this signaling data from those APs in whose cells

it is located. This means, Tl receives signaling data from

API, AP2, AP3, T2 receives signaling data from API, AP2,

and T3 receives signaling data from API, AP3 . On the other

hand, the subscriber terminal sends data to its respective

serving AP. The signaling data may be used to determine the

connection quality situation for the subscriber terminal,

i.e. whether there is an AP other than the current serving

AP, which provides a better communication situation. In

such a case, the subscriber terminal initializes a roaming

procedure in order to associate with the other AP, as known

in the prior art and described, for example, in connection
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with the respective standards of wireless communication

networks

.

Additional to this "normal" roaming procedure, according to

the present embodiment, there is provided a further

functionality which is adapted to initialize a roaming
,

procedure on the basis of a load situation in the WLAN,

i.e. to perform a load balancing. For this purpose, the

signaling data comprises load information determined in the

APs, which is associated with an identification element

identifying the sending AP.

Referring to Figs. 2 and 3, a roaming based on a load

balancing functionality is described in further detail.

In Fig. 2, a block circuit diagram of a load balancing

system in the WLAN according to the first embodiment is

shown. In Fig. 3, a flow chart illustrating a method for

load balancing in a wireless communication network is

illustrated.

For the sake of simplicity, in Fig. 2, only one subscriber

terminal Tl is illustrated for which load balancing, i.e. a

roaming decision, is to be made. However, the procedure

described below is applicable for a plurality of subscriber

terminals in parallel.

According to Fig. 2, the APs comprise an access point load

status monitoring means (APLSM) 11, 12, 13 which is adapted

to determine a traffic load in the respective API, AP2 , and

AP3. Furthermore, a load control device (LC) 21, 22, 23 is

comprised in the APs which is adapted to perform a load

based roaming analysis which is related to access poinr

specific information and to initialire a roaming procedure

of the- subscribed terminal. The ]oad contjol device 21 is
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activated cor a subscriber terminal Tl, which is associated
with the API, i.e. for which the AP is the serving AF

(indicated by the dotted boxes of LC 22 and 23) . On the

other hand, the subscriber terminal Tl comprises a. roaming
support means 30, which is adapted to process data and

generate information, which are used in connection with the
load balancing.

The traffic load situation may be determined in the A? as

follows. The AP knows the number of clients associated, for
example, by checking a list of identification elements
stored for associated subscriber terminals, e.g.

corresponding MAC addresses thereof. Additionally,

simultaneous traffic of the associated subscriber terminals
is monitored. The traffic-based estimation could have also
some timing window which is observed over certain period of
transmit samples. This is used as an indicator for the

traffic load, e.g. in the form "transmit samples = traffic
load". This could be averaged and used as a parameter for

the load information.

The load information is transmitted by the APs, for

example, in form of an AP status information (APST) , which
may be included in the beacon frame sent by the APs. This

means that all subscriber terminals, which are in range of
the APs can receive this load information by the regularly
transmitted signaling information from the APs. The APST
further includes an information element (e.g. MAC address)

of the sending AP in order to enable an allocation of the

load information to the corresponding AP. Furthermore, in

case of, e.g., a 802. Hh WLAN, also dynamic frequency

selection (DFS) and transmit power control (TPC)

information may be included in the signaling information

(APST) from the APs.
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The subscriber terminal may perform measurements of the

communication connection quality during a silent period. In

the present example, the roaming support means 30 of the

subscriber terminal Tl receives APST from API , AP2, and AP3

via the wireless communication interface (step S10 in Fig.

3) . The roaming support means 30 performs a processing of

the received information in order to generate roaming

support information (RSUP, step S20 in Fig. 3). In this

processing, for example, a statistic (cr table or list) of

the load situation of the available (i.e. received) APs is

formed. Furthermore, for all available APs, a received

signal strength indicator (RSSI) measurement, which is

commonly known for those skilled in the art, is executed in

the subscriber terminal, e.g. by means of its processor.

The RSSI measurements and load information determination

are allocated to the received APs by means of the MAC

addresses of the APs and statistics (tables or lists)

thereof are formed.

Additionally, a carrier to interference ratio (C/I) for the

communication connection between each client (i.e. the

subscriber terminal Tl) and the available APs (i.e. per

each cell) may be calculated by the subscriber terminal Tl

on the basis of the received signaling information. The C/I

can be used as an indicator for -the connection quality with

a specific AP.

As an optional further information, a terminal transmit

power status can be determined on the subscriber terminal

side. This is useful in the case of a static power control.

However, in IEEE 802. llh based networks, an AP controlled

transmit power for the subscriber terminals is used, i.e.

where transmit power step status is available.
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Moreover, the APST may comprise load information indicating

the load status of the subscriber terminal itself. This

means, the subscriber terminal measures, e.g. in a

predetermined period of time, the amount of transmitted

data and forms a corresponding statistic.

The roaming support means 30 may collect and determine

these information (APST) for a predetermined period of time

and form the roaming support information RSUP on the basis

of these collected information. For this purpose, the

information and processing results can be stored in a

corresponding memory of the subscriber terminal. However,

also other criteria for stopping the formation of the RSUP

are possible, for example an instruction from the user, an

indication from the serving AP or the like.

When the formation of the RSUP is finished (e.g. after the

predetermined period of time) , the roaming support means 30

sends the RSUP via the interface means of the subscriber

terminal Tl to the serving API , i.e. to the load control

device 21 of the serving API (step S30 in Fig. 3). The load

control device 21 processes the received RSUP in order to

perform an AP related load based roaming analysis (step S40

in Fig . 3) .

In detail, the load control device 21 determines from the

RSSI list included .in the RSUP the APs, which are suitable

to be a candidate for a roaming of the subscriber terminal

Tl, i.e. which APs provide a sufficient signal strength.

For example, the RSSI has to reach a predetermined

threshold. From the load information related to the

available APs, the load control device 21 can directly

determine which capacity the respective available APs have.

The load control device may comprise a dynamically

adjustable threshold value for each AP of the WLAN which
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indicates an "overload" situation. This means, it is

determined how many simultaneous users are allowed and how

low a throughput rate for the AP may be decreased. When a

transmit power status is included in the RSUP, it is

possible to determine whether the available APs, i.e. the

cells thereof, are "equal" cells. This means, it is

determined whether the subscriber terminal transmit power

is in suitable level for the respective AP to receive zhe

transmission. It is to be noted that the transmit power may

differ from cell 10 cell, depending on the network

planning. Furthermore, the C/I statistics included in the

RSUP can be used to determine signaling quality for the

cells.

All information included in the RSUP is related to the APs

by means of the information elements (MAC addresses). Thus,

it is possible to exactly determine the communication and

load situations for each of the API, AP2, and AP3.

The AP related load based roaming analysis executed in the

load control device 21 uses, for example, a hand-off

algorithm whose parameters are derived from the RSUP

information (i.e., for example, RSS1, C/I, load

information, transmit power status). The processor of the

(serving) AP may be used for the- calculation of the hand-

off algorithm. The structure of such a hand-off algorithm

is manufacturer dependent and depends, for example, or. the

network structure, settings for minimal signaling

requirements and the like. The hand-off algorithm usee for

the AP related load based roaming analysis according to the

present example is similar to those conventionally used and

known for those skilled in the art. It is to be noted zhat

existing and even future hand-off algorithms can be easily

adapted by those ski 1 Jed in the art. so that the concer: of

\.\\c p: oposed ioad balancing runci i onal:i l y (i.e. the Ai
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related load based coaming analysis) can be implemented. It

is obvious for a skilled person how to use the derived

parameters within these manufacturer specific hand-off

algorithms so that the desired result is obtained.

Furthermore, it is possible that the parameters derived

from the RSUP information are differently weighted. This

means that the different status information, such as RSSI,

C/I, load information and the like, can be prioritized. For

example, the parameter related to the load information is

weighted higher (has a higher priority) than the parameter

related to the C/I, in particular when it is decided that

an AP is "overloaded". Thus, it is possible to use a

"backdoor" in the roaming decision, i.e. to force a roaming

to an AP even if the signal quality is not sufficient in

normal cases. Additionally, the weighting can be set

flexibly, for example on the basis of zhe overall traffic

situation. For example, when the load situation of the AP

is critical (traffic load is above a predetermined

threshold) , the parameter related to the load information

is provided with a higher priority by the load control

device 21 than in cases with a lower traffic load. Thus, it

is possible to flexibly set the criteria for the decision

for a roaming.

It is to be noted that the above described weightings are

only an example and adjustable by an operator according to

his/her choices.

Alternatively, for calculating the hand-off algorithm, the

load control device 21 may use load information directly

received from the serving AP load information. Thus, the

most current load information can be used at least for the

serving AP in the AP related load based roaming analysis.
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On the basis of the results of the hand-off algorithm, the

load control device 21 decides whether a roaming procedure

is to be initialized for the subscriber terminal Tl (step

S50 in Fig. 3) This means, the load control device

determines whether an AP is available for the subscriber

terminal Tl which provides sufficient communication
f

connection quality and has less traffic load than the

present serving API . If this is not the case (NO), the

serving API is maintained and the load balancing procedure

is repeated.

On the other hand, when the load control device 21 decides

that there is a "better" AP, a roaming procedure is

initialized. For this purpose, the load control device 21

determines the target AP, which results from the AP related

load based roaming analysis on the basis of the MAC. address

included in the R3UP. Then, an instruction (ROAMING)

indicating that a roaming to the determined new AP (for

example AP2) is to be performed is sent via the serving API

to the subscriber terminal Tl (step S60 in Fig. 3). When

receiving this roaming instruction, the subscriber terminal

Tl executes the roaming to the indicated AP2 in the known

manner (step S70 in Fig. 3) . Thereafter, the load balancing

procedure is repeated in ' connection with the load control

device 22 of AP2 as the new serving AP.

Next, as an exemplary sit uat ion , a load balancing procedure

according to the first embodiment is described with

reference to Fig. 1.

Subscriber terminals T2 and T3 receive signaling

information from two APs while subscriber terminal Tl

receives signaling information from all 3 APs. The

subscriber terminals send their KSUP to iheii respective

serving AT. The load coni.ro J device oL the respective AP
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processes this RSUP and decides for a roaming of the

subscriber terminal in a centralized manner. When, for

example, C/I statistics are used the following situation

may occur. When it is determined that API is "overloaded".

Tl measures the API , AP2 and AP3 and forms a statistical

database of measurements in form of the RSUP. Since API is

overloaded, the analysis of the measurement shows that AP2

is less loaded. Thus, as a preliminary result, AP2 could be

used as a target AP for the roaming. However, in this

example, AP2 has too close channels, i.e. it is not clean.

The C/I statistics shows that neighbor C/I criteria is not

fulfilled. On the other hand, the analysis shows that AP3

is also . overloaded as well. Then the selection for the

roaming is to use an "unclean" channel in AP2

.

The load balancing functionality can be implemented, for

example, by software code potions, which are loaded into

the respective network elements (subscriber terminal,

access point) by means of its reading means and its

memories. The access points are able to receive the

additional information RSUP from the subscriber terminals

and to forward it to the load control device.

Next,, a second embodiment will be described with reference

to Figs. 4 to 7.

It is to be noted that some of the means, functionality and

procedures of the second embodiment are parallel to

corresponding means, functionality and procedures of the

first embodiment. Thus, a repetition of a detailed

description thereof is omitted.

Fig. 4 shows a wireless communication network such as a

WLAN comprising several access points API, AP2, AP3 as

communication control elements, a backbone network as a
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distribution network for connecting the APs to one another

and to external destination points such as other WLANs or

fixed networks. Furthermore, a separate network element 100

is provided which comprises a load control device (LC) 110.

The separate network element 100 is connected to the access

points by the backbone network for exchanging data.

Subscriber terminals Tl, T2, T2 located in cells defined by

the access points API , AP2, AP3 may be associated

(connected) with one AP (serving AP) . In the present

example, as the starting situation, subscriber terminal Tl

is associated with API, T2 is associated with AP2, and T3

is associated with AP3.

The basic elements of the subscriber terminals and the

access points are similar to those described in the first

embodiment. The separate network element 100 may have a

similar structure like an access point, and comprise (not

shown) at least a processor, memory means, input means,

reading means, interface means and the like.

In the WLAN depicted in Fig. 4, a subscriber terminal

receives signaling data from those APs in whose cells it is

located. This means, Tl receives signaling data from API,

AP2, AP3, T2 receives signaling, data from API, AP2, and T3

receives signaling data from API, A?3. The signaling data

may be used to determine the connection quality situation

for the subscriber terminal, i.e. whether there is an AP

other than the current serving AP, which provides a better

communication situation. The signaling data comprises load

information determined in the APs, which is associated with

an identification element identifying the sending AP.

On the other hand, the subscriber terminal sends data based

on zhe received signaling data, to its lespe^iive serving
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AP. The AP forwards this data to the network element: 100.

Furthermore, the APs are adapted to send separate

monitoring information to the network element 100.

The network element 100 processes the forwarded data from

the subscriber terminal and may send a processing result to

the subscriber terminal via the backbone network and the

serving AP.

Referring to Figs. 5 to 7, a roaming based on a load

balancing functionality is described in further detail.

In Fig. 5, a block circuit diagram of a load balancing

system in the WLAN according to the second embodiment is

shown. In Figs. 6 and 7, a flow chart illustrating a method

for load balancing in a wireless communication network is

illustrated

.

For the sake of simplicity, in Fig. 5, only one subscriber

terminal Tl is illustrated for which load balancing, i.e. a

roaming decision, is to be made. However, the procedure

described below is applicable for a plurality of subscriber

terminals in parallel.

According to Fig. 5, the APs comprise an access point load

status monitoring means (APLSM) 111, 112, 113, which is

adapted to determine a traffic load in the respective AFI,

AP2, and AP3. Furthermore, the access points comprise an

access point internal monitoring means (APIM) 211, 212,

213, which is adapted to measure an external interference,

to form a statistic thereof and to sent the statistic, for

example, in the form of access point internal monitoring

information (APIM) directly to the load control device 110.

The external interference of the AP may be caused by

another AP in the network, by another non-WLAN system, such
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as a Bluetooth client/AP or the like. This external

interference may be determined, for example, on the basis

of measurements of retransmit rates of the AP, monitoring

results of back-off windows for each subscriber terminal

associated with the respective AP, determination of net

allocation vector ( NAV ) lists for possible hidcen

subscriber terminals, and the like. This means, the APIM

includes information concerning an external interference of

the AP itself which can not be determined by measurements

in the subscriber terminal TI . Of course, the APIM can be

identified to belong to a specific AP, e.g. by including

the MAC address of the AP.

On the other hand, the subscriber terminal Tl comprises a

roaming support means 110, which is adapted to process data

and generate information which are used in connection with

the load balancing.

The network element 100 comprises the load control device

110 which, is adapted to perform an enhanced load based

roaming analysis which is related ic access point specific

information and to initialize a roaming procedure of the

subscriber terminal. The load control device 12 0 located in

the separate network element 100 is in charge cf all the

APs connected thereto and supporting the load talancing (in

the present example API, AP2 , APS)

.

The traffic load situation may be determined ir. the AP by

the APLSM 111, 112, 113 as described in connection with the

first embodiment and sent to the roaming support means 300

of the subscriber terminal Tl in range by means of load

information included in access point status information

(APST) . The APST further includes an information element

(e.g. MAC address) of the sending AP in order to enable an

allocation oi the load information to the ecu •> .-ponding AP.
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Furthermore, in case of, e.q ? , a 802. llh WLAN ,
also dynamic

frequency selection (DFS) and transmit power control (TPC)

information may be included in the signaling information

(APST) from the APs.

The subscriber terminal Tl may perform measurements of the

communication connection quality during a silent period. In

the present example, the roaming support means 300 of the

subscriber terminal Tl receives APST from API , AP2, and AP3

(step S110 in Fig. 6) . The roaming support means 300

performs a processing of* the received information in order

to generate roaming support information (step S120 in Fig.

6). In this processing, for example, a statistic (or list)

of the load situation of the available (i.e. received) APs

,

a received signal strength indicator (RSSI) measurement, ad

the like is formed. The RSSI measurements and load

information determination are allocated to the received APs

by means of the MAC addresses of the APs

.

Additionally, statistics related to a carrier to

interference ratio (C/I) , a terminal transmit power status,

load information indicating the load status of the

subscriber terminal itself may be formed in the roaming

support means 300.

The roaming support means 300 may collect and determine

these information for a predetermined period of time and

form the RSUP on the basis of these collected information.

For this purpose, the information and processing results

can be stored in a corresponding memory of the subscriber

terminal. However, also other criteria for stopping the

formation of the RSUP are possible, for example an

instruction from the user, an indication from the serving

AP or the like.
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When the formation of the RSUP is finished (e.g. after the

predetermined period of time), the roaming support means

300 sends the RSUP via the serving API and the backbone

network to the load control device 110 of the network

element 100 (step S130 in Fig. 6). It is to be noted, that

for the sake of simplicity, in Fig. 5, data exchange

between the subscriber terminal Tl and the network element

100 is shown to be direct. However, in practice,

transmission there between is performed via the serving AP

of the subscriber terminal and the backbone network.

Thus, steps S110, S120, and S130 are similar to steps S10,

S20 and S30 of the first embodiment except that the

information are sent to the load control device 110 in the

separate network element 100.

In parallel 10 the APST and R-SU? related measures, trie

access point internal monitoring means 211, 212, 213 of

API, AP2, and AP3, respectively, determine the information

related to the. external interference and send corresponding

APIM to the load control .device 1.10 (step S140 in Fig. 6).

Preferably, the determination and transmission of the APIM

in the APs is executed in ' correspondence (synchronously)

with the determination and transmission of the RSUP in the

subscriber terminals, i.e., for example, in predetermined

time periods.

Next, the load control device 110 determines and selects

those APIM, which are sent from APs being available for the

subscriber terminal Tl. This can be achieved, for example,

by comparing the MAC addresses included in the RSUP and the

APIM so that only APIM of those APs are considered for a

further processing which are also received by the

subscriber * terminal T'i (step S150 in Fag. 6).
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The load control device 110 now processes the RSUP from the

subscriber terminal Tl and the selected APIM from the

access points API , AP2, AP3 in order to perform an enhanced

AP related load based roaming analysis (step S160 in Fig.

6) .

.In detail, the load control device 110 determines from the

RSSI list included in the RSUP the APs, which are suitable

to be a candidate for a roaming of the subscriber terminal

Tl, i.e. which APs provide a sufficient signal strength.

For example, the RSSI has to reach a predetermined

threshold. From the load information related to the

available APs , the load control device 110 can directly

determine which capacity the respective available APs have.

The load control device may comprise a dynamically

adjustable threshold value for each APof the WLAN, which

indicates an "overload" situation. This "overload threshold

value may be transmitted directly from the APs , e.g. by

means of the APIM. When a transmit power status is included

in the RSUP, it is possible to determine whether the

available APs, i.e. the cells thereof, are "equal" cells.

Furthermore, the C/I statistics included in the RSUP can be

used to determine signaling quality for the cells. All

information included in the RSUP are related to the APs by

means of the information elements (MAC addresses) . Thus, it

is possible to exactly determine the communication and load

situations for each of the API, AP2, and A?3. Additionally,

the load control device 110 determines from the APIM

whether an AP is subjected to an external interference,

which may influence the connection quality to a subscriber

terminal

.

The enhanced AP related load based roaming analysis

executed in the load control device 110 uses, for example,

an adapted hand-off algorithm whose parameters are derived
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from the RSUP information (i.e., for example, RSSI, C/I,

load information, transmit power status) and 'the APIM

information (i.e., for example, retransmit rate, back-off

window, and the like). The processor of the (serving) AP

may be used for the calculation of the adapted hand-off

algorithm. The structure of such a hand-off algorithm is

manufacturer dependent and depends, for example, on the

network structure, settings for minimal signaling

requirements and the like. The hand-off algorithm used for

the enhanced AP related load based roaming analysis

according to the present example is similar to those

conventionally used and known for those skilled in the art.

It is to be noted that existing and even future hand-off

algorithms can be easily adapted by those skilled in the

art so that the concept of the proposed load balancing

functionality (i.e. the enhanced AP related load based

roaming analysis) can be implemented. It is obvious for a

skilled person how to use the derived parameters within

these manufacturer specific hand-off algorithms so that the

desired result is obtained.

Furthermore, it is possible that the parameters derived

from the RSUP information and the APIM information is

differently weighted. This means that the different status

information and/or interference information, such as RSSI,

C/I, load information, retransmit rates and the like, can

be prioritized. For example, the parameter related to the

load information is weighted higher (has a higher priority)

than the parameter related to the C/I,. in particular when

it is decided that an AP is "overloaded". On the other

hand, parameters related to an external interference are

weighted higher than parameters related to a received

signal strength. Thus, it is possible to use a "backdoor"

in the roaming decision, i.e. to force a roaming to an AP

evc-n if the signal quality is not suiiicient in norma:
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cases. Additionally, the weighting can be set {flexibly, for

example on the basis of the overall traffic situation. For

example, when the load situation of the AP is critical

(traffic load is above a predetermined threshold), the

parameter related to the load information is provided with

a higher priority by the load control device 110 than in

cases with a lower traffic load. Thus, it is possible to

flexibly set the criteria for the decision for a roaming.

It is to be noted that the above described weightings are

only an example and adjustable by an operator according to

his/her choices.

On the basis of the results of the hand-off algorithm, the

load control device 110 decides whether a roaming procedure

is to be initialized for the subscriber terminal Tl (step

S170 in Fig. 7) This means, the load control device 110

determines whether an A? is available for the subscriber

terminal Tl which provides sufficient comir.unicat.ion

connection quality and has less traffic load than the

present serving API. If this is not the case (NO), the

serving API is maintained and the load balancing procedure

is repeated.

On the other hand, when the load control device 110 decides

that there is a "better" AP, a roaming procedure is

initialized. For this purpose, the load control device 110

determines the target AP, which results from the enhanced

AP related load based roaming analysis on the basis of the

MAC address included in the RSUP and the APIM. Then, an

instruction (ROAMING) indicating that a roaming to the

determined new AP (for example AP2) is to be performed is

sent via the serving API to the subscriber terminal Tl

(step S180 in Fig. 7). When receiving this roaming

instruction, the subscriber terminal Tl executes the
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roaming to the indicated AP2 in the known manner (step S190

in Fig. 7). Thereafter, the load balancing procedure is

repeated in connection with the new serving AP2 and the

load control device 110 of the network element 100.

Next, as an exemplary situation, a load balancing procedure

according to the first embodiment is described with

reference to Fig. 4.

Subscriber terminals T2 and T3 receive signaling

information from two APs while subscriber terminal Tl

receives signaling information from all 3 APs. The

subscriber terminals send their RSUP to their respective

serving AP. The serving APs forward the RSUP to the load

control device 110 in the separate network element 100.

Additionally, the A?.? send the APIM to the load control

device 110. When a roaming decision for subscriber terminal

Tl is to be made, the load control device 110 selects all

received APIM for the further processing. The load control

device 110 processes the RSUP and APIM ana decides for a

roaming of the subscriber terminal in a centralized manner.

For example, there might be a situation that it is

determined that API is "overloaded", and the enhanced

analysis of the measurement shows that AP2 and APS are less

loaded. Both APS and AP3 have a. sufficient C/I. Further,

APS has a better RSSI statistic than AP3. However, API is

subjected to external interference, which is derived from

the APIM. Thus, the load control device 110 decides that

the subscriber terminal Tl has to perform a roaming to AP3.

The load balancing functionality can be implemented, for

example, by software code potions, which are loaded into

the respective network elements- (subscriber terminal,

access point, network element) by means of its reading

means and its memories. The access points are able to
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receive Che additional information RSUP from the subscribe

terminals and to forward it to the load control device.

Since the load control device is implemented in a fixed

network element (AP or separate network element) there can

be used more sophisticated processing measures (e.g. hand-

off algorithms) and greater storing capacities in

comparison to the rather restricted capabilities of a

(mobile) subscriber terminal.

It is to be noted that features of one of the embodiments

described above are also adaptable in the other embodiment

For example, the load control device in the first

embodiment may be located in a separate network element

connected to the APs by the backbone network. Furthermore,

in the second embodiment, the load control device may be

located in each of the APs. Then, the APs are adapted to

receive the APIM from the other APs.

Moreover, even though the above description is related to

WLAN, the present invention is also applicable to other

wireless network types, such as mobile telecommunication

networks and the like.

The load balancing functionality can be implemented in

existing systems even if there are network elements

(subscriber terminals, access points), which do not suppor

the load balancing functionality. In such a case, as for

example described in the IEEE 802,11 standard, information

concerning the load balancing can be ignored by those

network elements which do not understand this information,

and a normal roaming procedure not based on load

information is performed.
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As described above, by using a load balancing, functionality

in an access point (i.e. serving access point) or in a

separate network element connected to the access points of

the wireless communication network, measurements of a

subscriber terminal are processed in a centralized manner.

Thus, the load balancing functionality can consider load

information from a plurality of access points and also from

a plurality of subscriber terminals. This means that an

improved load balancing is possible since the decision

whether the subscriber terminal has to roam is based on an

extended set of information. For example, the load

balancing functionality can consider "future" events, when

another subscriber terminal will change the AP, so that

more capacity in the present AP will be available. By

having the decision making in the AP side load control

device or in the separate network element side load control

device that monitors the whole wireless communication

network, the undesired ping-pong effect can be- decreased

.

The load controlling is executed in a more "timing" based

manner i.e. there would be slightly longer analyzing

periods over the hand-off (roaming) decisions. Also this

represents a support in situations in which subscriber

terminals does not have a possibility for sophisticated

measurements and hand-off algorithms. Hence, the traffic

load over the whole wireless communication network is

equalized

.

As described above, for load balancing in a wireless

communication network comprising at least one subscriber

terminal Tl, T2, T2 and a plurality of access points API,

AP2, AP3, a load control device 21, 110 is used which is

located outside of said subscriber terminal, wherein said

load control device is adapted to process information

related to a load in said wireless communication network

and to instruct, roaming oi scud subscribe! terrninaJ :':«<ut an
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associated access point: to another one of said plurality of

access points. Access point status information APST

determined in said plurality of access points S10, S110 is

received and communication status information related to

said plurality of access points S20, S120 is determined.

The subscriber terminal processes S20, S120 these

information into roaming support information RSUP, which

are in turn processed S40, S160 in said load control device

an access point related load based roaming analysis. On

this basis, it is decided S50, S170 by the load control

device, whether said subscriber terminal is to be

associated with another one of said plurality of access

points .

It should be understood that the above description and

accompanying figures are merely intended to illustrate the

present invention by way of example only. The preferred

embodiments of the present invention may thus vary within

the scope of the attached claims.
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CLAIMS

1. Method of load balancing in a wireless communication

network, said wireless communication network comprising

at least one subscriber terminal (Tl, T2, T2) adapted

to establish and perform a wireless communication
;

connection in said wireless communication network,

a plurality of access points (API, AP2, AP3) adapted

to control said wireless communication connection of said

at least one subscriber terminal and to exchange

information with said at least one subscriber terminal,

wherein one of said plurality of access points is

associated with said at least one subscriber terminal, and

a lead control device (21; 110: located outside zi

said subscriber terminal, said load control device being

adapted to process information related to a load in said

wireless communication network and to instruct roaming, of

said subscriber terminal from said associated one of said

plurality of access points to another one of said plurality

of access points,

said 'method comprising the stv-ps of

receiving, in said subscriber terminal, access pcint

status information (APST) determined in said plurality of

access points (S10; S110), determining communication status

information related to said plurality of access points

(S20; S120) , and processing (S20; S120) said received

access point status information and said communicaticr.

status information in order to obtain roaming support

information (RSUP),

processing (S40; S160), in said load control device,

said roaming support information by an access point related

load based roaming analysis and deciding (S50;'S170), on

the basis of a result of said access point related lead

based roaming analysis, whether said subscriber termir.aJ t s

to associated with another one o: said plurality c:

access points, and if sc,
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initializing (360; S1S0) roaming of said subscriber

terminal to said another one of said plurality of access

points in said wireless communication network.

2. Method according to claim 1, wherein said access point

status information (APST) comprises an access point

identification element and an access point load status

indicator determined in a respective access point.

3. Method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein, in said step

of determining communication status information, a received

signal strength indicator (RSSI) indicating the received

signal strength of said plurality of access points is

determined.

4. Method according to any cf claims 1 to 3, wherein, in

said step cf determining communication status information,

a carrier to interference ratio (C/I) per each access point

is determined.

5. Method according to any of claims 1 to 4, wherein, in

said step of determining communication status information,

a terminal transmit power status is determined.

6. Method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein

said roaming support information (RSUP) , obtained in said

step of processing said received access point status

information and said communication status information,

comprises statistics of access point related communication

status and load information derived from said received

access point status information

.

7. Method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein

in said step of processing, in said load control device,

said roaming support information by said access point

related load based roaming analysis, a hand-off algorithm
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is used to calculate load and connection quality situations

for said plurality of access points on the basis of said '

roaming support information and to determine an optimal

access point for being associated with said subscriber

terminal

.

8. Method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein

processing parameters used in said access point related

load based roaming analysis and derived from said roaming

support information (RSUP) are differently weighted in said

access point related load based roaming analysis.

9. Method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein

said load control device (21) is located in at least one of

said plurality of access, point s

.

10. Method according to any of claims 1 to 8, wherein said

load control device (110) is located in a network element

(100) separated from said plurality of access points, said

network element being connected with said plurality of

access points in said wireless communication network.

11. Method according to claim 10, further comprising the

steps of

transmitting (S140) access point internal monitoring

information (APIM) from said plurality cf access points tc

said load control device (110) in said network element,

determining (S150) , in said load control device,

access points available for said subscriber terminal and

selecting access point internal monitoring information of

said available access points,

processing (S160), in said load control device, said

roaming support information (RSUP) and said selected access

peine internal monitoring information (APIM) by an enhanced

accer-s point related .load har.ed roaming analysis and

deciding (S170), on the basis of a result of said enhanced
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access point related load based roaming analysis, whether

said subscriber terminal is to be associated with another

one of said plurality of access points, and if so,

initializing (S180) roaming of said subscriber

terminal to said another one of said plurality of access

points in said wireless communication network.

12. Method according to claim 11-, wherein said access point

internal monitoring' information (APIM) comprises at least

one of a retransmit rate to associated subscriber

terminals, back-off windows, and a net allocation vector

for a respective one of said plurality of access points.

13. Method according to any of claims 11 to 12, wherein

processing parameters used in said enhanced access point:

related load based roaming analysis and derived from said

roaming support information and said selected access point

internal monitoring information are differently weighted in

said enhanced access point related load based roaming

analysis

.

14. System for load balancing in a wireless communication

network, said wireless communication network comprising

at least one subscriber terminal (Tl, T2, T2) adapted

to establish and perform a wireless communication

connection in said wireless communication network, and

a plurality of access points (API, AP2, AP3) adapted

to control said wireless communication connection of said

at least one subscriber terminal and to exchange

information with said at least one subscriber terminal,

wherein one of said plurality of access points is

associated with said at least one subscriber terminal,

said system comprising

access point load status monitoring means (11, 12, 13;

111, 112, 113) located in each one of said plurality of

access points and adapted to measure a traffic load of an
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access point and to transmit access point status

information (APST)

,

roaming support means (30; 300) located in said

subscriber terminal and adapted to receive said access

point status information from said plurality of access

points, to determine communication status information
f

related to said plurality of access points, to process said

received access point status information and said

communication status information in order to obtain roaming

support information (RSUP) , and to transmit said roaming

support information, and

a load control device (21; 110) located outside of

said subscriber terminal, said load control device being

adapted zo process said roaming support information by an

access point related load based roaminc analysis, to

decide, on the basis of a result of said access point

related load based roaming analysis, whether said

subscriber terminal is to be associated with another one of

said plurality of access points, and to initialize roaming

of said subscriber terminal from said associated one to

said another one of said plurality of access points in said

wireless communication network

.

15. System according to claim 14, wherein said access point

status information (APST) comprises an access point

identification element and an access poinv. load status

indicator determined in a respective access poir.-.

16. Svstem according to claim 14 or 15, wherein said

roaming support means is adapted to determine a received

signal strength indicator indicating the received signal

strength of said plurality of access points.

17. System according to any of claims 1-J to 16, wherein

sa.id roaming support means is adapted ro determine a

carrier zo interference ratio per each access point.
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18. System according to any of claims 14 to 17, wherein

said roaming support means is adapted to determine a

terminal transmit power status.

19. System according to any of claims 14 to 18, wherein

said roaming support information obtained in and

transmitted from said roaming support means comprises

statistics of access point related communication status and

load information derived from said received access point

status information.

20. System according to any of claims 14 to 19, wherein

said load control device is adapted to process said roaming

support information in said access point related load based

roaming analysis by using a hand-off algorithm to calculate

load and * connection quality situations for said plurality

of access points on the basis of said roaming support

information and to determine an optimal access point for

being associated with said subscriber terminal.

21. System according to any of claims 14 to 20, wherein

said load control device is adapted to differently weight

processing parameters used in said access point related

load based roaming analysis and derived from said roaming

support information.

22. System according to any of claims 14 to 21, wherein

said load control device (21) is located in at least one of

said plurality of access points.

23. System according to any of claims 14 to 21, wherein

said load control device (110) is located in a network

element (100) separated from said plurality of access

points, said network element being connected with said
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plurality of access points in said wireless communication

network

.

24. System according to claim 21, said system further

comprising

access point internal monitoring means (211, 212, 213)

located in each one of said plurality of access points and

adapted to determine access point internal monitoring

information (APIM) and to transmit said access point

internal monitoring information to said load control

device,

wherein said load control device (110) is adapted to

determine, from said access point internal monitoring

information, access points available for said subscriber

terminal and to select access point internal monitoring

information of said available access points, to process

said roaming support information and said selected access

point internal monitoring information by an enhanced access

point related load based roaming analysis, to decide, on

the basis of a result of said enhanced access point related

load based roaming analysis, whether said subscriber

terminal is to be associated with another one of said

plurality of access points, and to initialize roaming cf

said subscriber terminal from said associated one to said

another one of said plurality of access points in said

wireless communication network.

25. System according to claim 24, wherein said access point

internal monitoring information comprises at least one of a

retransmit rate to associated subscriber terminals, back-

off windows, and a net allocation vector for a respective

one of said plurality of access points.

26. System according to any of claims 24 to 25, wherein,

said load control device is adapted to di f feron

i

1 y weight

processing parameters used in said enhanced access point
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related load based roaming analysis and derived t'rom. said

roaming support information and said selected access point

internal monitoring information

.

27. Load control device (21; 110) for load balancing in a

wireless communication network, said wireless communication

network comprising

at least one subscriber terminal (Tl, T2, T2) adapted

to establish and perform a wireless communication

connection in said wireless communication network, and

a plurality of access points (API , AP2, AP3 ) adapted

to control said wireless communication connection of said

at least one subscriber terminal and zc exchange

information with said at least one subscriber terminal,

wherein one of said plurality of access points is

associated with said at least one subscriber terminal,

wherein said load control device is located outside of

said subscriber terminal and adapted zo process roaming

support information (P.SUP) , received from a subscriber

terminal and derived by said subscriber terminal from

access point status information (APST) of said plurality of

access points, by an access point related load based

roaming analysis, to decide, on the basis of a result of

said access point related load based roaming analysis,

whether said subscriber terminal is to be associated with

another one of said plurality of access points, and to

initialize roaming of said subscriber terminal from said

associated one to said another one of said plurality of

access points in said wireless communication network.

28. Load control device according to claim 27, wherein said

access point status information comprises an access point

identification element and an access point load status

indicator determined in a respective access point.
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29. Load control device according to claim 27 or 28,

wherein said roaming support information comprises at least

a received signal strength indicator indicating the

received signal strength of said plurality of access

points.

30. Load control device according to any of claims 27 to

29, wherein said roaming support information comprises at

least a carrier to interference ratio per each access

point.

31. Load control device according to any of claims 27 to

30, wherein said roaming support information comprises at

least a terminal transmit power status.

32. Load control device according to any of claims 27 to

31, wherein said roaming support information comprises

statistics of access point related communication status and

load information derived from said access point status

information.

33. Load com* rcl device according io any of claims 27 to

32, wherein said load control device is adapted to process

said roaming support information in said access point

related load based roaming analysis by using a hand-off

algorithm to calculate load and connection quality

situations for said plurality of access points on the basis

of said roaming support information and to determine an

optimal access point for being associated with said

subscriber terminal.

34. Load control device according to any of claims 27 to

33, wherein said load control device is adapted to

differently weight processing parameters used in said

access point related .load based roaming analysis and

derived from said roaming support information.
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35. Load control device according to any of claims 27 to

34, wherein said load control device (21) is located in at

least one of said plurality of access points.

36.. Load control device according to any of claims 27 to

34, wherein said load control device (110) is located in a

network element (100) separated from said plurality of

access points, said network element being connected with

said plurality of access points in said wireless

communication network.

37. Load control device according to claim 36,

wherein said load control device (110) is adapted to.

receive access poir.u internal monitoring information (APIM)

of said plurality of access points, to determine, from said

access point internal monitoring information, access points

available for said subscriber terminal and to select access

point internal monitoring information of said available

access points, to process said roaming support information

and said selected access point internal monitoring

information by an enhanced access point related load based

roaming analysis, zo decide, on the basis of a result of

said enhanced access point related load based roaming

analysis, whether said subscriber terminal is to be

associated with another one of said plurality, of access

points, and to initialize roaming of said subscriber

terminal from said associated one to said another one of

said plurality of access points in said wireless

communication network.

38. Load control device according to claim 37, wherein said

access point internal monitoring information comprises at

least one of a retransmit rate to associated subscriber

terminals, back-off windows, and a net allocation vector

for a respective one of said plurality of access points.
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39. Load control device according to any of claims 37 to

38, wherein said load control device is adapted to

differently weight processing parameters used in said

enhanced access point related load based roaming analysis

and derived from said roaming support information and said

selected access point -internal monitoring information.

40. Access point (API, AP2, AP3) usable in a wireless

communication network, said wireless communication network

comprising at least one subscriber terminal (Tl, T2, T2)

adapted to establish and perform a wireless communication

connection in said wireless communication network and

further access points, said access point being adapted to

control said wireless communication connection of said at

least one subscriber terminal and to exchange information

with said at least one subscriber terminal,

wherein said access point comprises

access point load status monitoring means (11, 12, 13)

adapted to measure a traffic load of an access point and to

transmit access point status information, and

a load control device \21) according to any of claims

27 to 35.

41. Network element usable (ICQ) in a wireless

communication network, said wireless communication network

comprising

at least one subscriber terminal (Tl, T2, T2) adapted

to establish and perform a wireless communication

connection in said wireless communication network, and

a plurality of access points (API , AP2, AP 3 ) adapted

to control said wireless communication connection of said

at least one subscriber terminal and to exchange

information with said at least one subscriber terminal,

wherein one o: raid plurality of access points J?

associated with said at least one subscriber terminal,
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wherein said network element (100) is separated from

and connected to said plurality of access points and

comprises a load control device (110) according to any of

claims 27 to 34 and 36 to 39.

42. Subscriber terminal (Tl, T2, T3) usable in a wireless

communication network, said wireless communication network

comprising

a plurality of access points (API, AP2, AP3) adapted

to control a wireless communication connection of said

subscriber terminal and to exchange information with said

subscriber terminal, wherein one of said plurality of

access points is associated with said subscriber terminal,

said subscriber terminal comprising

roaming support means (30; 300) adapted to receive

access point status information (APST) from said plurality

of access points, to determine communication sta:us

information related to said plurality of access points, zo

process said received access point status information and

said communication status information in order to obtain

roaming support information (RSUP) , and to transmit said

roaming support information to a load control device (21;

110) according to any of claims 27 to 39,

wherein said subscriber terminal performs, in response

to an instruction from said load control device, roaming

from said associated one to another one of said plurality

of access points in said wireless communication network,

said another one of said plurality of access points is

indicated in said instruction from said load control

device.

43. Computer program product usable for a data processing

apparatus, comprising software code portions for performing

the steps of claims 1 to 13 when said product is run on

said data processing apparatus.
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44. A computer program product according to claim 43,

wherein said computer program product comprises a medium

readable by said data processing apparatus, on which said

software code portions are stored.

45. A computer program product according to claim 43,

wherein said computer program product is directly loadable

into an internal memory of said data processing. apparatus

.

46. A computer program product according to any of claims

43 to 45, wherein respective elements (11, 12, 13, 21, 30;

110, 111, 112, 113, 211, 212, 213, 300) of a system

according to any of claims 14 to 26 represent said data

processing apparatus

.
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